DIGITA L SIGN AGE FOR RETA IL

BIG DISPLAY

INSIGN

FLEX

SHELF

SPHERE

TRANSFOLIO

THE MODERN CONSUMER IS DIGITA L!
We use digital displays for seeking out information, for education and for entertainment. We love videos.
We love music. We search out experiences, and we have ever greater expectations for our experiences.
This also applies to our shopping experiences when we walk into a store!

DIG ITA L SIG N AG E FOR RE TA IL
BIG DISPLAY

TRANSFOLIO

SPHERE

Design and install your LED displays in precisely the kind of sizes and formats you want

SHELF

Get everyone’s attention with an LED display sphere

INSIGN

Present your offers and prices with video graphics on digital LED shelves

EFFECTIVE MARKETING
With digital displays, you can create innovative shopping
experiences for your customers, as well as more customer
and brand loyalty. Digital displays have demonstrated
their ROI efficiency and increase sales in stores. Digital
signs are effective POS marketing that minimize the cost of
printed POS materials and give you greater impact on your
customers’ purchasing decisions.

Combine architectural aesthetics with transparent LED displays

FLEX

Use indoor LED pylons to attract customer attention

Think out of the box with our Flex series of LED displays

DIGITA L SIGNS
What’s more, digital displays are easy to operate, and your
retail staff or marketing department can quickly update
the signs with new content that matches specific customer
segments, campaigns, inventory status, etc. With an efficient
omni-channel strategy, digital signs can also build a bridge
from your online store to your physical store, thus increasing
your customers’ shopping experience and your sales.

... are seen 4 times more frequently than static signs *
... increase sales in stores by 35% *
... increase customer shopping time in stores by 30% *
... generate 33% more traffic in stores *
... reduce customers’ experienced waiting time by 30% *
... can be recalled by 83% of the customers within 30 days *

... increase customer satisfaction by 46% *
... create 48% more brand awareness *
... in stores are preferred by 42% of the customers compared
with stores with static signs **
... and in-store marketing affect 68% of purchasing decisions **
... affect 30% of customers to make impulse purchases **
		

Source: *IHS Markit, **Nielsen
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SELECTED REFERENCES

DRESSMANN

ROSE BIKETOWN

Halmstad, Sweden and Oslo, Norway

Munich, Germany

APOTEK1

F LY TO G E T/A I R P O R T T R A I N

Gardermoen, Olso Airport, Norway

Oslo Airport, Gardermoen, Norway

M ATA S

BERTONI

Fields, Waterfront, Nørreport, Frederiksborggade,
Nytorv and in Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Aarhus, Denmark

ACNE STUDIOS

EJNER HESSEL

Stockholm (Sweden), Melbourne (Australia), Osaka (Japan),
Los Angeles (United States), Paris (France), London (UK)

Aarhus, Denmark

call +45 87 45 80 29
� info@expromo.eu
� www.expromo.eu

� Expromo Europe A/S
Langdyssen 3, Lisbjerg
DK-8200 Aarhus N

call +45 87 45 80 29
VAT: DK 30 72 00 67

� Expromo Europe A/S
Fraunhoferstraße 3
D-25524 Itzehoe

call +49 4821 778 122
VAT: DK 30 72 00 67

� Expromo Deutschland GmbH
Beim Erlenwäldchen 18
D-71522 Backnang

call +49 7191 22988 0
VAT: DE 303 646 434

